THE SOCIALIST PARTY STATE CAMPAIGN

GREAT ACTIVITY EVERYWHERE: MANIFEST

Doing what street funds needed.

From committee workers, the news came this afternoon of a new wave of the Socialist movement throughout the city. The committee has been active in various districts, and in all parts of the city. The new wave of the movement is being carried on throughout the city.

The Socialist Party state campaign is being carried on throughout the city, and the committee has been active in various districts.

STREET MEETINGS

The committee has been active in various districts, and in all parts of the city. The new wave of the movement is being carried on throughout the city.

COOK COUNTY CAMPAIGN MEETINGS

The committee has been active in various districts, and in all parts of the city. The new wave of the movement is being carried on throughout the city.

THE I. W. W. CONVENTION

Over the Delegate Assembly from All Parts of the Country.

The membership of the convention was over the Delegate Assembly from All Parts of the Country.

THE LAVIN TRIAL

The story of the Lavin trial that was objected to by the Daily Paper for Whence It Was Reported.

OLD PARTY METHODS

The old party methods of campaigning are being carried on throughout the city.

CAMPUS LEADERS

One hundred and the members of the campus leaders have been active in various districts, and in all parts of the city.
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FREE LOVE IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

Caucus and I. W. W. have the following new form of their old acquaintance:

The Chicago I. W. W.

THE LAVIN TRIAL.

The story of the Lavin trial that was objected to by the Daily Paper for Whence It Was Reported.

The old party methods of campaigning are being carried on throughout the city.
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THE LAVIN TRIAL.

(Continued from First Page.)

The Chicago Daily News: Thursday, September 22, 1904.

The Chicago Daily News is a newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois, USA. The text on the page is not fully legible, but it appears to be an article about the Lavin trial.

MINE OWNERS' PLOT EXPOSED.

Address: Chief Witness Against Mayor and Haywood, Confesses He Signed False Statements -- Accuses His Own Party and National of Securing Statement Under Threats -- Colorado and Idaho Capitols Frightened.

ADAMS STATEMENT.

This is to certify that the statements made by me, as a witness in the case of Mayor Haywood, have been false, and that I am not in any way suffered or permitted to give false testimony in the said case, nor in any way suffered or permitted to make false statements in the said case.

SIGNED.

STEPHEN ADAMS.

Witness: ANNA ADAMS.

Writing from Denver, Colo., Sept. 4, 1894.

To the Editor of the Daily News:

I have read the article published in your paper on the recent case of Mayor Haywood, and I desire to make a few observations on the subject.

I am a resident of Denver, and I have been a witness in the case. I believe the statements made by me as a witness have been false, and I am not in any way suffered or permitted to give false testimony in the said case, nor in any way suffered or permitted to make false statements in the said case.

Yours truly,

STEPHEN ADAMS.

THE FRONT FOR FREE SPEECH.

President Theodore Roosevelt in his latest message to Congress calls for a "true and free" press, stating that the press must be free from government control. He also advocates the abolition ofethystm in the press. Roosevelt's message was read in Congress on Tuesday, September 21, 1904.

A DISPUTING RETAINER.

President Roosevelt, in his message to Congress, says that the press must be free from government control. He also advocates the abolition of ehemistem in the press. Roosevelt's message was read in Congress on Tuesday, September 21, 1904.
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The Chicago Daily News is a newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois, USA. The text on the page is not fully legible, but it appears to be an article about the Lavin trial.
BRYAN, HEARST AND GOMPERS.

The three men who wielded such control at the convention of the state party, the three men who are the upholders and sponsors of the policies that have been in effect for the last several years, have met in Chicago. Mr. Bryan, Mr. Hearst and Mr. Gompers are all in attendance.

Mr. Bryan, the man of the people, Mr. Hearst, the man of the press, Mr. Gompers, the man of the labor movement—all are in Chicago to take part in the proceedings of the convention.

The political forces that have been upholding the policies of the state party, the forces that have been the backbone of the party, are all present to carry on the work.

The policy of the state party is one of the people, for the people, by the people. It is a policy that has been proved to be successful in the past, and will continue to be successful in the future.

The convention is a meeting of the people, a meeting of the workers, a meeting of the men and women of the state who are united in the cause of progress and development.

The convention is a meeting of the people, a meeting of the workers, a meeting of the men and women of the state who are united in the cause of progress and development.

THE POLITICAL ROSTRUM.

By John W. Smith, News Editor.

The political rostrum is the platform from which the political leaders address the people. It is the place where they can be heard by the masses.

The political rostrum is the place where the people can be inspired by the words of the leaders. It is the place where the leaders can be held accountable for their actions.

The political rostrum is the place where the people can be inspired by the words of the leaders. It is the place where the leaders can be held accountable for their actions.

Sweeping Reductions

Men's Clothing

The lowest prices this season are prevailing now on men's suits for men and boys. The season is in its height and the most desirable patterns are netting late for the wholesaler, and his best garments are being sacrificed now at cost.

A Splendid Suit at $8.88

In chintz, cambrics and worsteds, fashionable cut, carefully made, ranging in values up to $12. An unusual chance at

Negligee Shirts at 37c

The regular 50 cent value and cheap at that figure. Two more and one for a set. Made with sticking collars, trimmed with plain and fancy pattern collars.

Summer Dress Goods

And Waltzes of the lawn and Japanese silks are being sold at very prices, for quick clearance. An exceptional assortment to select from.

F. W. ROEPSTORFF & CO.

Phone 646

6227-6249 S. Halsted St.

THE SENSIBLE IDIOT

A BEAUTIFUL MELODrama

In Two Acts and Singing

Scenes laid in Russia, dealing with present conditions. Written and dramatized by P. Hermann. By mail, 35c. Order from

THE CHICAGO SOCIA list.

1024 Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

H. GEISENHEIMER

Sand & Arcade Building - PULLMAN

CLOTHING, SHOES, HATS, FURNISHINGS

Big Inventory Sale at Reduced Prices

SHOE REPAIRING - CLOTHES REPAIRING

JUST THE RIGHT SHOE TO YOUR

To Your Favorite

A Christian View of Socialism

By H. R. STEINBERG

The New Press, N. Y.

ORDER FROM

THE CHICAGO SOCIALIST

1052 Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

I CAN SELL

Your Real Estate or Business

Crown Building, 1024 Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

TO-BORROW MAGAZINE

1024 Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

IF YOU WANT TO BUY

The Lombard Co.

1024 Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

VINTAGE MILLINERY BY

DAVID P. TÅFF

THE LADY MAN

1024 Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

W. B. WELD

CHICAGO GAVE DWELLERS

Not for Prematures

290 Pages, 75c. Post Free.

A Story of the Underworld

By Parker H. Stevenson, M.D., Chicago, Ill.

ORDER OF AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

1944 State St., Chicago, Ill.

P. C. 4 CENTS THE COPY IN ALL

Chicagocar Magazine.

To the Editor of The Chicago Socialist:

May I call your attention to the following issue of the Chicago Socialist. The front page of this issue contains an article which is highly objectionable. It is a denunciation of the organization and activities of the Socialist party. The Socialist party is a political organization, and its members are working for the advancement of the working class. The article is written by a person who is not a member of the Socialist party, and it is highly biased and one-sided. The Socialist party is working to improve the conditions of the working class by means of education and political action. It is working to establish a system of social justice and equality. The Socialist party is not working to undermine the existing social system, but to improve it. The article is written by a person who is not a member of the Socialist party, and it is highly biased and one-sided. The Socialist party is working to establish a system of social justice and equality. The Socialist party is not working to undermine the existing social system, but to improve it.